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Background
Pursuant to section 24-4-103.3, C.R.S., the Colorado Department of Transportation
(“CDOT”) must conduct a review of its rules. The review will assess the continuing
need for, the appropriateness, and cost-effectiveness of the regulations. The
assessment will also determine whether the rules should be continued in their current
form, modified, or repealed.
The review must assess the following considerations:
1. Whether the rule is necessary;
2. Whether the rule overlaps or duplicates other rules of the agency or with other
federal, state, or local government rules;
3. Whether the rule is written in plain language and is easy to understand;
4. Whether the rule has achieved the desired intent and whether more or less
regulation is necessary;
5. Whether the rule can be amended to give more flexibility, reduce regulatory
burdens, or reduce unnecessary paperwork or steps while maintaining its
benefits;
6. Whether the rule is implemented in an efficient and effective manner,
including the requirements for the issuance of permits and licenses;
7. Whether a cost-benefit analysis was performed by the applicable rule making
agency or official in the principal department pursuant to Section 24-4-103
(2.5); and
8. Whether the rule is adequate for the protection of the safety, health, and
welfare of the state or its residents.
CDOT is currently responsible for 28 sets of rules (including the High Performance
Transportation Enterprise, Clean Transit Enterprise, and Nonattainment Area Air
Pollution Mitigation Enterprise rules). It is anticipated that a subset of the following
will be added annually to the Regulatory Agenda. To ensure that the rules stay
current and relevant, the review schedule will be posted each year, with adjustments
in response to other rulemaking efforts and staffing and resource demands.
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CCR No.
2 CCR 601-17

Rule Title
Implementation of the Use of Waste
Tires for Noise Mitigation Purposes
along Colorado State Highways

Calendar Year
CY 2022

Contact
Sari Weichbrodt
Rules, Policies, and Procedures Administrator
303.757.9441
sari.weichbrodt@state.co.us
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